Leiomyosarcomas: whole genome sequencing for a whole biology characterization.
Leiomyosarcoma (LMS) is among the more aggressive sarcomas and still suffers from the lack of efficient systemic treatment after, or before, surgery. During the last decades, one provider of therapeutic improvement has been the targeting of genome alterations. Efforts have thus been done to apply next-generation sequencing approaches to those tumours to decipher their oncogenesis and find out such targets. Sequencing performed so far, based on exome, mostly confirmed that p53 and RB1 are the two main pathways altered in LMS oncogenesis. There are few point mutations in LMS genome, which is mainly characterized by numerous chromosomal rearrangements. Data from whole genome sequencing are now mandatory to decipher mechanisms triggering chromosomal instability and mutational process. Although each LMS appears to have quite private genetic alterations leading to oncogenesis, it is likely that the altered biological pathways are relatively homogeneous within each of the LMS subgroups. Understanding this oncogenesis, thanks to integrated approaches involving whole genome and transcriptome sequencing together with functional and clinical characterizations will certainly give us the keys to relevant and effective new therapeutic approaches.